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Abstract
This paper compares methods to select data for
annotation in order to improve a classifier used
in a question-answering dialogue system. With
a classifier trained on 1,500 questions, adding
300 training questions on which the classifier is
least confident results in consistently improved
performance, whereas adding 300 arbitrarily
selected training questions does not yield consistent improvement, and sometimes even degrades performance. The paper uses a new
method for comparative evaluation of classifiers for dialogue, which scores each classifier
based on the number of appropriate responses
retrieved.
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Introduction

Statistically trained dialogue systems can often be
improved by adding annotated training data; when
the system is deployed with real users, it often
collects more interaction data than can be annotated, so prioritization of the data for annotation
is required. This paper presents an experiment on
selecting data for annotation using a dialogue system’s internal confidence measure: it prioritizes
annotation of those utterances for which the system
is the least confident about how to react. This can
be considered a form of active learning (Settles,
2010). Adding these utterances as training data
(with appropriate annotations) improves the system’s performance, whereas adding a comparable
number of utterances that were arbitrarily selected
does not improve performance to the same extent.
We use data from the Digital Survivor of Sexual
Assault (Artstein et al., 2019), which is a system
based on NPCEditor, a classifier trained on linked
questions and answers (Leuski and Traum, 2011).
For each new question, the classifier provides a
score for every available answer, reflecting how
well the classifier thinks it answers the question,
and then returns the answers whose confidence

exceeds a threshold (the list may be empty if all
answers are below threshold). This experiment uses
these scores to identify low-confidence questions
to prioritize for annotation.

2
2.1

Method
Materials

For the baseline system we chose a very limited
dataset, with 1,542 questions and only 1,517 links
between questions and answers. Starting with an
impoverished baseline allows room for measurable
improvement with the addition of a small number
of questions and links, whereas on a better trained
baseline, the impact of additional training data is
expected to be smaller. Also, the small baseline
system left us with many questions that were already annotated and available for the experiment.
The additional training data were taken from four
datasets of questions annotated with links to appropriate answers (the four datasets were labeled “Alpha”, “Beta”, “Beta2” and “Windows”, reflecting
the development stage at which the questions were
collected; see Artstein et al. 2019). All systems
were tested using a fixed test set of 399 questions
linked to appropriate answers.
2.2

Procedure

From each of the four annotated datasets, three
sets of 300 questions (with corresponding links)
were extracted: The “Duplicates” set simply selected 300 arbitrary questions, possibly including
duplicate questions (that is, instances where the
same exact question was asked by different users,
though possibly annotated with different links).
The “No-Duplicates” set also selected 300 arbitrary questions, ensuring that the 300 questions
are all distinct from one another. Selection of questions for both the “Duplicates” and “No-Duplicates”
sets was done through custom python scripts. A
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2.3

Evaluation

Traditional measures such as precision and recall
are not well-suited for comparing the performance
of ranked lists, because of the way responses are
used in a dialogue system: the most common action of the system is to choose the top-ranked response, less commonly it chooses the second, then
the third and so on. For this experiment, we chose
to compare classifiers by the number of appropriate
responses retrieved: for each of the test questions,
a point was given to the classifier (or classifiers)
with the highest number of appropriate responses
within the top three. The total score of a classifier therefore reflects the number of questions for
which it retrieved the highest number of appropriate responses, compared to the other classifiers.

3

Results

For 54 of the test questions, all classifiers gave the
same output; these questions are excluded from further analysis. Figure 1 shows the classifier scores
on the remaining 345 questions. These results show
that the Active Learning classifiers score consistently above the baseline (t(3)=8.8, p=0.003); they
also score signifantly higher than the Duplicates
classifiers (Mann-Whitney U=16, p=0.03), and the
difference from the No Duplicates classifiers approaches significance (U=15, p=0.06). No other
differences were significant. Interestingly enough,
many of the Duplicates and No Duplicates classifiers scored below the baseline, though these differences were not statistically significant.
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third set of 300 questions was extracted by giving
a full dataset of questions to the baseline classifier;
the 300 questions for which the classifier returned
the lowest confidence were chosen as the “Active
Learning” dataset. Overall, we extracted 12 sets
of 300 questions annotated with links (three from
each of the four datasets).
Each of the 12 sets of annotated questions was
added (separately) to the baseline classifier, and the
resulting classifier was retrained; this resulted in a
total of 13 classifiers (including the baseline). Each
of the 13 classifiers was then run on the test set,
returning an output of ranked responses for each
question. A custom python script was then used
to tabulate the outputs, pairing each question with
the top-ranked three responses from each classifier
(or fewer responses, if the classifier returned fewer
than 3).
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Figure 1: Classifier performance (points)
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Discussion

The experiment shows that adding a small amount
of low-confidence questions as training data can
consistently improve the performance of a classifier, whereas adding the same amount of arbitrary
questions does not lead to consistent improvement;
this suggests that the classifier’s confidence is a
useful measure for prioritizing annotation. One
limitation of this experiment is the impoverished
baseline classifier, which reflects the very earliest stages of dialogue system development; at this
stage, systems are usually not widely deployed and
development budgets are still relatively large, so it
is common to annotate all the available data anyway. It remains to be seen whether this method is
useful at more mature stages of development, when
the amount of available data exceeds the capacity
for annotation. Another interesting observation is
that some cases of added training data resulted in
lower performance: this suggests that perhaps annotating all the available data is not the best approach,
and that careful curation of data to be annotated
needs to be explored.
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